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THE TELiG E1500 HIGH-POWER Rugged Outdoor CPE-CBSD
is CBRS-Certified for Critical Communications
Rochester, NY: COUNCIL ROCK Enterprises, Inc., a leading designer, and developer of industrial private
network wireless technology announced CBRS certification for its high-power CPE-CBSD Industrial Services
Aggregation Router. The TELiG E1500 is a CAT18 LTE device capable of speeds up to 1.2 Gbit/s in the
downlink and 150 Mbps in the uplink. Combined with its high processing power, the TELiG E1500 can perform
true edge computing with fiber-like speed connectivity.
“As utilities build out their networks, the ability to use a high powered CPE-CBSD router anywhere along the grid
and DER increases their coverage and reduces their CAPEX design for having to add additional base stations for
coverage,” says Scott Burk, Sales Director - Industrial Markets, “we see CBRS being used for both critical and noncritical communications”.
Our modular design allows for multiple configuration options, network diversity, and technology evolution
so operators can modernize and scale their IoT with ultra-high reliability and security. The TELiG E1500 is
currently available in North America through COUNCIL ROCK distribution partners. If you would like to learn
more about our platform, please get in touch with sales@councilrock.com.

About COUNCIL ROCK
COUNCIL ROCK is an engineering company focused on empowering Industrial IoT with a full suite of
communication solutions. We target critical infrastructure applications with the latest technologies in hardware
and software. Our company was founded on the belief that by combining deep utility domain expertise with
emerging technologies, we can offer solutions to support the latest challenges facing Smart Grids, Smart Cities,
Smart Campuses, Renewables, and Intelligent Transportation. The company is headquartered in Rochester, NY,
USA, with renewable energy operations in Caguas, Puerto Rico.
For more information, visit www.CouncilRock.com.
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If you would like more information, please call Lisa Courtney-Holmes at (585) 505-8070 or
email lholmes@councilrock.com.
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